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Let an algebraic torus act on a normal algebraic variety. Then every 
point of the variety has an afine stable neighbourhood [S]. It is well 
known that such a neighbourhood also exists for a normal fixed point of 
an action of a connected reductive group. 
Assume that the ground field is algebraically closed. Fix a connected 
reductive group G and consider its actions on normal algebraic varieties. In 
this paper we characterize the subgroups H of G with the following 
property: whenever H is the stabilizer of a normal point x of an algebraic 
G-variety, there exists an afline stable neighbourhood of x. This generalizes 
the results mentioned above. It is also shown that an orbit isomorphic to 
G/H has a quasi-afine stable neighbourhood in every normal G-variety if 
and only if it always has an afflne stable neighbourhood. 
This work has been motivated by Mumford’s construction of moduli 
spaces [Mu]. To see the connection let us state our main theorem in the 
special case when the group G is semisimple. 
THEOREM. The following conditions on the subgroup H of a semisimple 
group G are equivalent: 
(1) Whenever H is the stabilizer of a normal point x of a G-variety, 
there exists an affine stable neighbourhood of x; 
(2) for every representation G + GL( V) and a point x E P(V) with 
stabilizer H, there exists a quasi-affine stable neighbourhood of x in P(V); 
(3) H is not contained in any proper parabolic subgroup of G; 
(4) the centralizer of H in G is finite. 
Using the results of [Mu], one can easily show that condition (1) is 
equivalent to the following: 
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(1’) Whenever H is the stabilizer of a point .x of a smooth complete 
G-variety, the point x is semi-stable with respect to some linearized invertible 
sheafI 
After introducing some notation and conventions in Section 1 and stating 
a few relevant known results in Section 2, we consider the equivariant 
contraction of a stable subvariety (Section 3). This enables us to charac- 
terize the stabilizers of points in the null-cones of representations. The main 
theorem is stated and proved in Section 4. Among examples and corollaries 
of Section 5 there is the following concerning the group G = SL( V): the 
conditions (l))(4) mentioned above are equivalent to: 
(5) the representation H G G E GL( V) is irreducible. 
An unsolved problem is formulated in Section 4. 
1. NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS 
All varieties considered here are algebraic and defined over an 
algebraically closed field. The ring of regular functions on a variety X is 
denoted by k[X]. All groups are algebraic and affine; subgroups are closed. 
When G is a group, X(G) denotes the abstract group of characters of G. The 
commutator subgroup and the component of the identity of a group G are 
denoted by G’ and G”, respectively. Morphisms, actions, representations, 
and group homomorphisms are assumed to be regular and defined over k. 
Symbols of action and representation are omitted: if 4: G x X--+ X is an 
action, then we write gx instead of &g, x) for g E G, x E X. If an action of 
G on X is given, then G, stands for the stabilizer of x E X, i.e., 
G,= {gEG:gx=x}. 
If V is a finite-dimensional vector space and v is a non-zero vector in V, 
then V denotes the line kzl considered as a point of the projectivization 
P(V). If H is a subgroup of G, then NG( H) (resp. C,(H)) denotes the 
normalizer (resp. centralizer) of H in G. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We state some known results which are needed in the sequel. 
2.1. PROPOSITION [R, Lemma 21. Every quasi-affine variety with a 
group action can be embedded equivariantly in a vector space with a linear 
action. For affine varieties we may choose this embedding to be closed. 
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2.2. THEOREM. Let a connected group G act on a variety. Then every 
normal point has a stable neighbourhood that can be embedded equivariantlJ 
in a projective space p(V) with a linear action of G on V. 
This theorem follows from the results of H. Sumihiro [S] and 
D. Mumford [Mu, Cor. 1.6, Prop. 1.71. See also [Ka], 
2.3. THEOREM [Ha]. The following conditions on a group G are 
equivalent : 
(a) The radical of G is a torus. 
(b) Whenever A and B are closed disjoint stable subsets of an affine 
G-variety X, there exists a G-invariant f E k[X] such that f I,., = 0, f 1 B = 1. 
(c) The identity component of G satisfies condition (a) or (b). 
Groups satisfying one of these conditions are called reductive. The 
structure of connected reductive groups is given by 
2.4. THEOREM [H]. Let G be a connected reductive group. Then the 
commutator subgroup G’ is a semisimple group. The radical R(G) is the 
identity component of the centre of G. Moreover 
G = G’R(G) 
and G’ n R(G) is a finite central subgroup of G. 
2.5. THEOREM [Ri]. If H is a reductive subgroup of a group G, then G/H 
is affine. If, moreover, G is reductive, then the converse holds. 
3. CONTRACTION OF A SUBVARIETY 
The following is an amplification of a result of G. R. Kempf [ Ke] : 
3.1. THEOREM. Let D be a closed stable subset of a quasi-affine variety 
W with an action of a group G. Then there exists a representation 
G + GL( V) and an equivariant morphism f : W -+ V such that 
(a) f-‘(O) = D, 
(b) flw,D is an embedding, 
(c) G, = Gfo for ever-v w in W\ D. 
Proof: By Proposition 2.1, we may assume that W is a vector space 
with a linear action of the group G. Let x1, . . . . x, be a basis of W* c k[ W]. 
Let the functions d,, . . . . 4, generate the ideal of D in k[ W]. There exists 
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a stable finite-dimensional subspace U of k[ W] containing all 4, and all 
xi4; for 1 < i < m, 1 < j 6 n. Consider the regular equivariant morphism 
defined by 
for MI E W, Q E U. 
f(M')(d I= 4(M’) 
(a) Since U generates the ideal of D in k[ W], the set 
f-‘(O)= {WE W: &w)=O for all dfz U). 
coincides with D. 
(b) It suffices to prove that the tangent map T(f 1 w,n) is injective. 
To prove that f 1 M,,D is injective, choose a and b in W\D such that 
f(a) =f (b); then for every 4 E U 
$(a) = 4(b). 
Since a is not in D, 
di(b)=d,(a) +O 
for some i, but for every j 
.x,(a) d;(a) =-K,(b) 4Ab); 
hence 
-u,(b) = xj(a). 
Therefore a = b. 
Now we show that for every MI in W\D, the kernel of the 
homomorphism 
T,, f: T,. W-+ Tftw,,U* 
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In particular, for all i and j such that 1 < i d m and 1 <j < n, there hold the 
equalities 
i ckw,Pxk(w) = 0, 
k=l 
,c, cka(xjdi)/axk(w) = i ck.xj(w) &bj/h,(b%‘) + cj$hj(w) = 0. 
k=l 
They imply 
Cj&(W) = 0. 
Since w is not in D, we have 
dilw) #O, 
for some i and hence c, = . . . = c, = 0. 
(c) Let WE W\D. From (a) it follows that f(w) #O, and we may 
consider the line f(w) E P( U *). Let g E Gfm; then there exists t E k * such 
that 
for every 4 E U. Since the morphism f is equivariant, this equality may be 
rewritten as 
4( WI = NW). 
Since w 4 D, there exists i such that 
On the other hand, for every j 
xj(gw) di(gW)=fxj(W) 4itw)i 
hence 
Xj( gw) =x,(w). 
Therefore gw = w, that is to say gE G,. This proves that 
%iiq~ Gw. 
The other inclusion follows from (b) and the fact that f is equivariant. 
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This theorem enables us to reformulate a result of G. R. Kempf so as 
to characterize the stabilizers of points occurring in the null-cones of 
representations: 
3.2. THEOREM. The following conditions on a reductive subgroup H of a 
reductive group G are equivalent: 
(a) An orbit of type G/H is closed in every quasi-affine G-variety; 
(b) H = G or an orbit of type G/H does not appear in the null-cone of 
any representation; i.e., 0 is never in the closure of the orbit; 
(c) every subtorus of Co(H) is contained in H; 
(d) there exists a reductive subgroup of H which satisfies one of the 
conditions (a)-(c). 
Proof. The implication (b) =z. (a) is an immediate corollary to 
Theorem 3.1. The other implications are proved in [Ke]. See also [L] for 
the case of characteristic zero. 
4. THE MAIN THEOREM 
4.1. THEOREM. Let G be a connected reductive group. The following 
conditions on a subgroup H of the group G are equivalent: 
(1) Whenever H is the stabilizer of a normal point x in a G-variety, 
there exists an affine stable neighbourhood of x; 
(2) for every representation G + GL( V) and a point x E IFD( V) with 
stabilizer H, there exists a quasi-affine stable neighbourhood of x in P(V); 
(3) H is not contained in any proper parabolic subgroup of G; 
(4) H is reductive and C,(H)‘= R(G). 
Proof The implication (1) =z. (2) is obvious. 
(2) * (3). Suppose H does not satisfy condition (3), i.e., H is 
contained in a proper parabolic subgroup P of G. We are going to show that 
condition (2) does not hold. By Theorem 2.2, there exists a representation 
G + GL( V) and a point 0~ lF’( V) such that G, = H. Choose a dominant 
weight of P. Let W be the associated G-module. Then there exists w E W 
with G, = P. There exists a one-parameter subgroup ,I: k* -+ P n G’ such 
that 
i(t)w= t%, 
for some integer a > 0. 
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Consider the point u, = u 0 w@” in the G-module U, = V@ W@‘. One 
has G, = H and 
A(t)u,= (t”“A(t)u)@ WBfl. 
Hence we may choose a sufficiently large n so that 
4t)u, + 0, as t -+ 0. 
We have 0 E G’u,. Suppose there exists a quasi-afline stable neighbourhood 
X of U, in P( U,). Let f be a non-constant regular function on X. Then f 
is a rational function on P(U,) with a non-trivial divisor of poles. Hence 
at least one of the irreducible components of the complement of X has 
codimension 1. It follows that there exists a homogeneous G-semi-invariant 
g E k[ U,] such that g(u,) # 0. Since the derived group G’ has no non-trivial 
characters, the polynomial g is G/-invariant, and hence constant on G’u,. 
But 0 E G’u,; thus we obtain g(u,) = g(0) = 0, a contradiction. 
(3) 3 (1). Assume that the subgroup H satisfies (3). Let x be a 
normal point in a G-variety such that G, = H. We have to show that x has 
an affine stable neighbourhood. First, by Theorem 2.2, there exists a quasi- 
projective stable neighbourhood X of x with an equivariant embedding in 
a projective space P(V) with a linear action of G on V. Let u # 0 be a point 
in the line .X E I!?( I’). 
I We show that the orbit G’v is closed. Suppose S= G v\G’v is non- 
empty. Now we use the results and ideas of G. Kempf [Ke] to find a 
proper parabolic subgroup of G containing H. Let 1: k* + G ’ be an 
-7- optimal one-parameter subgroup of G’ associated with S c G u. Let h E H. 
Let tl E X(H) be the character such that hu = a(h) u for all h E H. Notice that 
the map u’ H a(h-‘) hw leaves u invariant and G’o-stable. Hence the 
conjugate subgroup h,%k’ is also an optimal one-parameter subgroup 
I of G’ associated with S c G u. Theorem 3.4 of [Ke] implies that these 
one-parameter subgroups are conjugate by an element of the parabolic 
subgroup P of G’ associated with 1, i.e., there is a p E P such that 
p/d(t) h-‘p-1 =/l(t) 
or equivalently ph E C,(n). It follows that H is contained in the parabolic 
subgroup of G associated with ;L. This contradicts (3) and proves that G’o 
is closed. 
Let p: V\{ 0} + P(V) be the natural projection. Then the set 
A =p-‘(X\X) u (0) is closed and G-stable. Since G’ is reductive and 
G’unA = @, there exists a G’-invariant polynomial 4~ k[V] such that 
4 1 A = 0 and 4 1 Gso = 1 (Theorem 2.3). 
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Decompose 4 as a sum of R( G)-semi-invariants. Choose one of the 
summands, say @, such that 4’(v) # 0. It follows that the function 4’ is 
G-semi-invariant and 4’ IA = 0. Let g be a homogeneous component of 4’ 
such that g(u) # 0. Since A is a cone (i.e., kA = A), it follows that g 1 ,4 = 0. 
The form g is also G-semi-invariant. 
The set 
{.vEX: g(y)#O} 
is open, stable, and contains X. It is also affine because it is the intersection 
of the afline subset (I’E P(V): g(y) # 0) with a closed subset X. 
This proves the implication (3) * (1) and hence completes the proof of 
equivalence of conditions (1 ), (2), (3). 
(3) + (4). Recall a result of A. Bore1 and J. Tits: if U is a non-trivial 
unipotent subgroup of G then N,(U) is contained in a proper parabolic 
subgroup of G (see Sect. 30.3 in [HI). It follows that every subgroup H 
satisfying (3) is reductive. Recall that R(G) is the identity component of the 
centre (Theorem 2.4). Suppose R(G) is a proper subgroup of C = C,(H)“. 
If C/R(G) were unipotent, then again by the Borel-Tits theorem, a proper 
parabolic subgroup of G would contain H. It follows that C contains 
a one-dimensional non-central torus S. The centralizer of S is a Levi 
subgroup of a proper parabolic subgroup of G containing H. 
(4) j (3). Suppose H satisfies (4) and is contained in a proper 
parabolic subgroup P of G. Since H is reductive, it is contained in a Levi 
subgroup L of P. We have the inclusions 
among which at least the first is not an equality because P is a proper 
parabolic subgroup. This contradicts condition (4). 
Remarks. 1. The assumption in ( 1) that the point x is normal is needed 
only to ensure the local linearity of the action understood as the existence 
of an equivariant embedding of a neighbourhood of x into the projectiviza- 
tion of a representation. Nevertheless this assumption cannot be dropped; 
a counterexample is supplied by identifying the two tixed points of the 
non-trivial action of k* on PI. 
2. In the case of a semisimple group G, the conditions on H in 
Theorem 4.1 are stronger then the conditions of Theorem 3.2. 
3. In characteristic 0, every normal point with a reductive isotropy 
subgroup has an etale equivariant affme neighbourhood. This is proved 
by a slice argument. Every normal point has a flat equivariant affine 
neighbourhood. 
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Question. Assume that a normal point of a variety with a reductive 
group action has an aftine neighbourhood stable under the action of 
the commutator subgroup. Does this imply that there exists an affine 
neighbourhood stable under the action of the whole group? 
5. EXAMPLES AND COROLLARIES 
We consider some examples where the conditions of Theorem 4.1 are 
satisfied. The easiest to handle is condition (4): 
(4) H is reductive and C,(H)’ = R(G). 
If G is a torus, then every subgroup satisfies (4). This implies: 
5.1. COROLLARY [S]. A normal point of a variety acted on by a torus 
has an affine stable neighbourhood. 
If H = G, then H satisfies (4): 
5.2. COROLLARY. A normal point fixed by an action of a connected 
reductive group has an affine stable neighbourhood. 
The normalizer of a maximal torus is not contained in any proper 
parabolic subgroup. Hence we have 
5.3. COROLLARY. Every orbit of type G/N,(T) in a normal G-variety has 
an affine stable neighbourhood. 
Many examples of subgroups satisfying the requirement of the main 
theorem may be obtained by the following 
5.4. PROPOSITION. Let G + GL( V) be a faithful representation of a 
reductive group G. Let HE G be a subgroup such that the restricted represen- 
tation H + GL( V) is irreducible. Then H satisfies the equivalent conditions 
of Theorem 4.1. 
Proof Suppose H is contained in a proper parabolic subgroup P. Then 
the points of V fixed by the unipotent radical of P form a stable subspace 
of v. 
For G = SL( V) a converse of Proposition 5.4 holds: 
5.5. PROPOSITION. If H s G = SL( V) satisfies the equivalent conditions 
of Theorem 4.1, then the representation H -+ GL( V) is irreducible. 
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ProoJ The stabilizer in G of an H-stable subspace of V is a parabolic 
subgroup containing H. 
No obvious converse of Proposition 5.4 holds for an arbitrary G, as 
shown by the following. 
EXAMPLE. Let G = SO(3) x k*. Let Z-S SO(3) be a dihedral subgroup. 
Let a: r+ Z72.Z be the non-trivial character. Let 
H= {(y, a(y)): YEZ-1. 
Then C,(H) = R(G); hence H satisfies the conditions of the main theorem. 
But Hn G’ is cyclic and hence as a subgroup of G’= SO(3) does not 
satisfy these conditions. 
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